This paper presents a full procedure for the development of a segmented, POS-tagged and chunk-parsed corpus of Old Tibetan. As an extremely lowresource language, Old Tibetan poses non-trivial problems in every step towards the development of a searchable treebank. We demonstrate, however, that a carefully developed, semisupervised method of optimising and extending existing tools for Classical Tibetan, as well as creating specific ones for Old Tibetan, can address these issues. We thus also present the very first Tibetan Treebank in a variety of formats to facilitate research in the fields of NLP, historical linguistics and Tibetan Studies.
Introduction
In historical linguistics, there are currently two types of morpho-syntactically annotated corpora or 'Treebanks', one based on constituency parses, the other on dependency parses. The former includes pioneering work in the Penn-Helsinki tradition, resulting in the Old and Middle English (Taylor and Kroch, 1994) , Icelandic (IcePaHC) (Rögnvaldsson et al., 2012) and Portuguese (Tycho Brahe) (Galves, 2018) treebanks. The latter represents syntactic structure in the form of dependencies and is often used for applied NLP tasks and early Indo-European languages, e.g. the PROIEL Treebank family (Eckhoff et al., 2018) . In this paper we present a constituency-based treebank for an under-resourced language: Old Tibetan (see Green et al. (2012) and El-Haj et al. (2015) for similar examples of creating under-resourced treebanks).
Old Tibetan is an extremely underresourced and under-researched language from an NLP point of view. We chose to focus our attention on the Old Tibetan corpus (7-11th c.) since it consists of a small collection of documents compared to the vast amounts of translated and original Classical Tibetan texts. Nonetheless, the Old Tibetan corpus is still heterogeneous enough to represent natural language. The majority of Old Tibetan texts (known to date; new inscriptions and texts are still being discovered) has now been digitised in one way or another (images, OCR and/or transcribed) and annotating this data is fundamental for the understanding of diachronic and synchronic issues in Tibeto-Burman languages. As the first attempt to create a Tibetan Treebank, developing a segmented, POS-tagged and chunk-parsed corpus of Old Tibetan provides new opportunities in Tibetan scholarly history, literature and linguistics.
Old Tibetan was the language spoken in the Yarlung Valley from where the Tibetan empire started its initial expansion. Writing was mainly introduced to facilitate administrative tasks, and the earliest Old Tibetan texts represent the most detailed sources for the history of early Tibet (Hill, 2010) . The earliest currently available, securely datable Old Tibetan document dates to ca. 763 CE. However, the digital resources for Old Tibetan are inadequate (problematic transcriptions, transliterations and no digitised secondary resources such as dictionaries, etc.).
The core of the Old Tibetan corpus is available as plain e-texts (without segmentation or any kind of annotation) on the Old Tibetan Documents Online (OTDO) website. 1 We first focus on the Old Tibetan Annals (5.9k tokens) and Old Tibetan Chronicles, since these are the best sources that we have at our disposal in terms of length and linguistic variety (many other Old Tibetan text are short inscriptions or more fragmentary). The Old Tibetan Annals are Tibet's earliest extant history. The Old Tibetan Chronicle, written in the early 9th century, is more narrative and includes historical accounts and songs related to the Yarlung dynasty and the Tibetan empire.
In this paper we present our annotation procedure that addresses all issues of pre-processing, segmentation, POS tagging and parsing in detail. Our semi-supervised method, resulting in the first Old Tibetan Treebank, can furthermore serve as an example of how to overcome challenges of lowresource and under-researched languages in general.
The Annotation Procedure
Since Old Tibetan is an extremely underresourced language the procedure to develop an annotated corpus needs to be developed with great care. Additional steps are necessary at each of the normal stages, from preprocessing to POS tagging and parsing and finally post-processing. In the pre-processing stage, for example, the normalisation is not a trivial task because of a range of issues with the Tibetan script and the way it is digitised, in either Unicode or a variety of transliteration formats. In addition to solving these script issues, our core solution is to transform our Old Tibetan texts through a 'conversion/normalisation process' with a Constraint Grammar (Cg3) to a form of Tibetan that is closer to Classical Tibetan, for which at least some NLP tools are available.
Before we can move on to the annotation stage, we need to solve a further non-trivial issue of finding word and sentence boundaries. Since there are no Gold Standards or training data available for Old Tibetan, we resort to the little material and tools available for Classical Tibetan and then do a rigorous error analysis checking specific Old Tibetan features that we know differ from Classical Tibetan. Our annotation method is thus supervised in various ways to overcome the obstacles building a treebank of an extremely low-resourced language like Old Tibetan.
Pre-Processing
The Old Tibetan texts we work with to start this corpus are already transcribed from the original manuscripts or digitised images. For the present paper we thus only address the issues concerning encoding of transcriptions and transliterations and the issues of tokenising a language without word or sentence boundaries.
Transliteration Issues
One of the first challenges we encountered in creating the Old Tibetan corpus was the conversion from Tibetan Unicode script (see Hill 2012) to the Wylie transliteration system. There are few reliable tools available and in addition, we have to take the peculiar orthographic features of Old Tibetan into consideration. The Tibetan Unicode script for the Old Tibetan documents was obtained from a modified version of the Wylie transliteration system that is used for the Old Tibetan Documents Online (OTDO) website, through the BDRC conversion tool. 2 However, this tool only partially addresses the issue, because we also want to transform Old Tibetan into a form of Tibetan that looks more similar to Classical Tibetan in terms of orthography. Therefore, the Wylie transliteration used by the OTDO website had to be modified. As an example the reverse 'i' vowel mark, ྀ -called gigu -is transliterated with 'I' on the OTDO website. We substituted 'I' with 'i', which is the standard Wylie transliteration for this character, as shown in (1): (1) rgyal po'I > rgyal po'i 'of the king'
Normalisation
The Old Tibetan script furthermore presents a set of features that need to be 'normalised' or converted to a form that looks like Classical Tibetan. We therefore created a set of rules translated into the Constraint Grammar (Cg3) formalism. Most of the Cg3 rules used to normalise Old Tibetan are simple replacement rules.
For example, In Old Tibetan there are many instances of the above-mentioned reverse gigu such as ཀྱྀ kyI. These two forms of gigu, ི and ྀ are phonetically indistinguishable and mark no difference in Classical Tibetan. The Cg3 SUBSTITUTE rule to normalise the reverse gigu is:
Two additional problems encountered in the normalisation of Old Tibetan are represented by the alternation between aspirated and unaspirated voiceless consonants and the difficulty of splitting merged syllables. This aspiration, however, was probably not phonemic in Old Tibetan (Hill, 2007, 471) . Therefore, a set of string replacement rules in the Cg3 formalism was created to normalise and convert these instances to their equivalent reading in Classical Tibetan.
Furthermore in Classical Tibetan, syllables are separated by a punctuation marker called tsheg: ་. In Old Tibetan texts, syllable margins are not so clear and syllables are often merged together with the following case marker or converb, e.g. Old Tibetan བཀུམོ bkumo > Clas. Tib. བཀུམ་མོ bkum mo 'kill, destroy':
(2) བཀུམོ > བཀུམ་མོ These types of merged syllables were also converted to their classical forms, using a set of three regular expressions in the Cg3 formalism through the rule SPLITCOHORT. Considering the complexity of the Tibetan syllable, in order to generate the rules, we took the maximum number of its constituents into account (in terms of vowels and consonants) as well as their order.
Generic Rule:
Cg3 rule:
?))>"r)(NOT 0 (split) or (genitive) or (diphthongs));
Through these conversions and normalisations, we could apply existing tools for Classical Tibetan to our Old Tibetan corpus to avoid manually creating our treebank from scratch completely. The full Cg3 grammar is discussed in detail in our forthcoming research.
Segmenting Sentences
Segmenting sentences is necessary since there are no obvious sentence boundaries in Old Tibetan. The Tibetan scripts does have a punctuation marker that sometimes (but not always) indicates meaningful phrases, a so-called shad, ། or double shad, །།. Since without any further annotation, there is no way of knowing where sentences begin or end, we used the single and double shad as sentence boundaries and automatically inserted utterance boundaries indicators (<utt>) after every instance. This greatly facilitates subsequent annotation tasks that depend on sentence boundaries, such as POS tagging and chunkparsing.
Tokenisation
The Tibetan script furthermore does not indicate word boundaries. Tokenisation is therefore a tremendous issue, not only for scholars of Tibetan (who often disagree on what the word boundaries should be), but even more so for any Tibetan NLP tasks. The Classical Tibetan script does have a way of indicating syllable boundaries though, by using the abovementioned tsheg marker ་ , e.g. བྲག་མར transliterated brag mar 'Dagmar' with spaces between every syllable according to the conventions of the Wylie transliteration.
For Classical Tibetan, addressed this tokenisation issue by recasting it as a classification task with a memory-based tagger (Daelemans et al., 2003) giving 'beginning', 'middle' or 'end' labels to every syllable (automatically split based on the aforementioned tsheg and shad markers. With our supervised learning method first normalising and then converting our Old Tibetan corpus to a form of Tibetan that is much closer to Classical Tibetan, we were able to use this existing segmentation tool for Classical Tibetan and extend and modify them after manually correcting part of our Old Tibetan data.
POS Tagging
Since there was no Old Tibetan POS-tagged Gold Standard either, here too we started from the Classical Tibetan training data 3 and tagging method developed by . We tested a number of ways to get and improve results for the Old Tibetan corpus, e.g. developing a new, reduced tag set, changing scripts (Unicode vs. Wylie) as well as generating new taggers, based on the manually corrected Old Tibetan only and, finally, adding the manually corrected Old Tibetan to the existing Classical Tibetan Gold Standard.
Small vs Large Tag Set
The tag set used for the Classical Tibetan Gold Standard, developed by Garrett et al. (2014) is with 79 morpho-syntactic tags rather large. This causes major issues for the out-of-vocabulary items, especially for languages without insightful morphological suffixes like Tibetan. For this first attempt of developing an Old Tibetan Treebank, we therefore decided to reduce the amount of tags to a small and simplified version of the standard Universal Dependency POS set, consisting of 15 tags only (De Marneffe et al., 2014) . We transformed the existing Classical Tibetan training data, which is our Gold Standard, in the following way: memory-based tagger 4 on the >318k Classical Tibetan Gold Standard, yielded better results compared to those of the large tag set reported by (increase from 95.0% to 96.3% in Global Accuracy; Known Words increased from 96.8% to 97.8%; Unknown Words from 53.4% to 59.7%).
All tags with a very low number of tokens in the out-of-vocabulary set (ranging from n = 1-92) have a Precision and Recall close or equal to zero. These items are always very short (one or two characters only), which makes predicting the tag for new items in this category an almost impossible task for the tagger. With the newly trained small tag set tagger, we tagged the Old Tibetan Annals and manually corrected the first 3.5k tokens as a start. We then evaluated the tagger again with another 10fold cross-validation, first on this small Old Tibetan corpus and then again adding this manually corrected Old Tibetan data to the existing Classical Tibetan Gold Standard. This yielded a better Global Accuracy for the combination of Old and Classical Tibetan (96.1%) compared to Old Tibetan alone (92.8%). However, the results for Unknown Words are significantly lower (decrease from 71.1% to 58.5%).
Since these two new Gold Standards differ significantly in size it is impossible to do a fair comparison until we manually correct more Old Tibetan. It is clear, however, that despite our efforts to normalise and convert the Old Tibetan into a form of the language that looks more like Classical Tibetan, it is still making a difference, shown in the lower accuracy (by more than 10%) of unknown words for this combined training data. Without adding the Classical Tibetan training data, however, the vocabulary list that the memory-based tagger builds would simply be too small to get any good results on unseen data. Despite the 10fold cross-validation, the relatively high scores for the Old Tibetan corpus only are misleading, because of the small size of the corpus. Until we have more manually corrected Old Tibetan data, we therefore proceed with the Classical Tibetan Gold Standard and add an extra stage of error correction, see Section 6.
Unicode vs Wylie Transliteration
The above-mentioned taggers were trained and tested on Tibetan script in Unicode. The Unicode Tibetan script contains a lot of socalled 'stacked' characters that are centred before, above and below one single root letter. A typical example is བ བས་ , which is transliterated in the official Wylie system as bsgrubs 'achieved'. In Tibetan Unicode, the order of these stacked characters can differ depending on the exact combinations of consonants and vowels. This varying order often yields unexpected problems when processing Tibetan Unicode text as our NLP algorithms do not recognise variants of the same order in the same word as the same type. This then increases the number of types and thus reduces the overall accuracy. For this reason, we converted the Classical Tibetan Gold Standard from Tibetan Unicode script to Wylie transcription as well. Some examples of Tibetan Unicode with Wylie transliterations are: བཅོ མ་ལྡན་འདས་ bcom-ldan-'das 'Blessed One', ཤཱཀྱ་སེ ང་གེ ་ shAkya-seng-ge 'Buddha', ཕྱག་ phyag 'arm, prostration'.
In a 10-fold cross-validation of the Classical Tibetan Gold Standard, this conversion to Wylie yields slightly better results. Global Accuracy was 95.0% for Tibetan Unicode vs. 96.5% for Wylie. We observed a major improvement in Unknown Words in particular from 53.4% in the Tibetan Unicode to 62.2% in the Wylie transliteration. Since the results with the Wylie transliteration are slightly better, especially for unknown, out-of-vocabulary items, converting all Unicode Tibetan to Wylie transliteration would appear to be a logical way forward. However, in practice, Unicode Tibetan script is far more widely used within the Tibetan community. To make the corpus more accessible, but also to get support from members of this community who are willing to correct segmentation and any further type of linguistic annotation, a Unicode Tibetan version is indispensable. It is therefore important to develop segmenters, taggers and parsers that work well for both, or develop tools that can automatically convert the Tibetan text (but not any type of annotation also in roman script) back from its Wylie transliteration to Unicode Tibetan script.
Memory-Based vs Neural-Network Tagging
Finally, we tested a BiLSTM-CNN-CRF tagger 5 to see if it would yield better results than the memory-based tagger. We chose this neural-network tagger, because it processes both word-and character-level representations automatically, using a combination of a bidirectional Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM), a Convolutional Neural-Network (CNN) and a Conditional Random Field (CRF). Although this tagger requires no pre-processing of the data or any further feature engineering, the results are better when the system can use word vectors for the specific language. Since the current number of manually corrected tokens in Old Tibetan is too small to train any neural-network-based tool, we again resorted to using Classical Tibetan instead. For Classical Tibetan, we used FastText 6 to create word embeddings with the aim of improving the results of the tagger with word vectors based on a large amount of Tibetan data digitised by the BDRC 7 and annotated by : the Annotated Corpus of Classical Tibetan (ACTib) (version 1, ). We then divided the above-mentioned >318k token Classical Tibetan Gold Standard in training, test and developments sets (80/10/10), trained a tagger with these word embeddings and evaluated the results on the held-out test set. With its default settings, 8 this BiLSTM-CNN-CRF tagger yielded a result of 95.8% Global Accuracy (F1 score). 9 These results are slightly better than those of the memory-based tagger (95% Global Accuracy). They are reasonable, but could be improved in a number of ways. Furthermore, at present they cannot easily be reproduced for our small corpus of the Old Tibetan Annals written in a very different style and genre.
These initial neural-network results thus look promising, but need further extension and refinement. In forthcoming work we address these issues by optimising the parameters, improving the segmentation and, with that, creating better word embeddings (Hill et al., ming) .
Summary of POS Tagging
The below table summarises the results of our tests and evaluations discussed in the previous sections. There are some differences between the small and the larger tag sets and between the Unicode Tibetan script and the Wylie transliteration, with the smaller tag sets and the Wylie transliteration getting better results. The neural network tagger performs best overall with the larger tag set. With the smaller tag set, the Wylie transliteration is best for the smaller tag set. 
Global

Chunk-Parsing
To facilitate further future research, we also developed a 'hierarchical chunk-parse' of our Old Tibetan corpus. This is a detailed, but rather shallow parse that aims to be as theoryneutral as possible. Constituents are combined into phrases where necessary and uncontroversial, in a hierarchical fashion, e.g. nouns can combine with adjectives and determiners into a Determiner Phrase (DP), which can then combine with a post-positional case marker into a Pre/Postpositional Phrase (PP).
With the small tag set, all case markers are automatically converted into adpositions. This includes the 'Agentive Case' (case.agn) that is used to indicate the subject of transitive verbs. If instead we keep this agentive case marker, our small tag set will be extended, but since this marker is highly consistent in spelling, its Precision, Recall and f-score are extremely high (98%, 100% and 99% respectively for n=5627 in the Wylie transliteration evaluation of Classical Tibetan discussed above). The advantage of keeping the agentive case marker tag is that for many transitive sentences at least, we will be able to automatically detect the subject of the clause. Since Old Tibetan was a pro-drop language (i.e. pronouns need not necessarily be overtly expressed, see Tournadre 2010, 101), it is not always possible to detect non-marked subjects of verbs automatically, so a certain amount of manual correction is still always necessary. Similarly, keeping the genitive case markers (ཀྱི ་ གྱི ་ འི ་/case.gen, see Tournadre and Dorje 2003, 102) has the advantage of getting much better automatically chunk-parsed results for complex nominals.
We used the NLTK chunk-parser 10 to combine tagged tokens into phrases.
Semihierarchical structures were created by carefully formulating all phrase formation rules in the correct order, e.g. adjectival phrases (ADJP) before noun phrases (NP) and determiner phrases (DP) before pre/postpositional phrases (PP 
Correction & Error Analysis
For the segmentation stage clear errors are instances of case markers and converbs that are still attached to the tokens they modify, but these markers should each receive their own tag. Because of their consistent orthography, they can often easily be split from their preceding token to facilitate POS tagging and parsing. In addition, these homophonous forms could be checked after POS tagging: their tag should be a converb following a verb, but a case marker following a noun. Similarly, a simple dictionary look-up script could 'check' whether the forms proposed by the segmenter actually exist. In order to make this latter loop-up task work well, however, we first need to collate and convert Old and/or Classical dictionaries into a reliable and searchable format.
Specific Old Tibetan Errors
We have detected a number of specific Old Tibetan errors as well. In example (5), for instance, we can identify some regular mistakes. Adverbial expressions like དགུན dgun 'in winter', དབྱརད dbyard 'in summer', have been tagged as nouns in many instances, so we can search for these and other recurring adverbial expressions and replace their incorrect nominal tags. Furthermore, converbs (functioning like subordinate conjunctions, SCONJ) like the ཤི ང shing 'and, while' have often been tagged as particles instead of subordinate conjunctions, which again, can be automatically replaced. The large amount of proper nouns in historical texts such as the Old Tibetan Annals, however, create a real challenge for our tools. For now, most of the time these tags (and segmentation) had to be corrected manually. For example, the following sentence was originally segmented and tagged as follows: The correct analysis here instead should combine the ར -r, which was originally tagged as an This correction, as many others occurring with proper nouns, cannot be done automatically since the error patterns are not regular. Sometimes Dagmar, a toponym, is tagged correctly as a proper noun, however, dagma + r 'into a cliff' is also a possible segmentation, in which case the correct POS tags would be NOUN + ADP. Since the Tibetan script does not identify capital letters, it is difficult for any NLP tool to make the right decision in these cases. It would also be difficult to look up ambiguous forms like these in a comprehensive, searchable Old Tibetan proper noun lexicon (which we are currently developing), as the alternative reading is still possible. This issue is exacerbated by the fact that Tibetan proper nouns are almost exclusively also normal nouns, mainly referring to natural phenomena, e.g. Nyima 'sun, Nyima'.
De-Normalisation
Since in the pre-processing stage we converted and normalised our Old Tibetan to 'Classical Tibetan' orthography, in the post-processing stage we need to reverse the Cg3 normalization rules and apply them to the normalised text. This task is straightforward since the Cg3 normalisation grammar has been created with this de-normalisation process in mind. Through selecting and deselecting the OT and σ tags respectively, we converted our Old Tibetan corpus back to its original form after annotation.
Conclusion
Developing this Old Tibetan Treebank is a challenging case study of applying NLP tools to extremely low-resourced languages. We overcame many obstacles by first converting/normalising the Old Tibetan to a form of Tibetan that is orthographically much more similar to Classical Tibetan, so that the few
